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Abstract

The global business environment continues to grow in complexity. The typical business process is no longer under a single point of management control. Instead, it has become common for management of a work process to be shared among multiple groups. The permanent enterprise, defined by an organizational chart, has been replaced by the virtual enterprise, defined by the mission being pursued. Activities today are rarely supported by dedicated, stand-alone technologies. Rather, interoperable, networked technologies form the backbone of our information infrastructures. Today, managers must deal with interrelationships and dependencies among technologies, data, tasks, activities, processes, and people that were unimaginable just a few short years ago. Unfortunately, conventional risk analysis techniques have proven inadequate for characterizing risk in today's complex operational environments, so it was necessary to develop new and innovative approaches. The Mission Assurance Analysis Protocol (MAAP) defines an advanced, systematic approach for analyzing operational risk and gauging mission assurance in complex work processes. This report presents the concepts and underlying theories behind the MAAP, highlights results from early piloting of the technique, and outlines future research directions.
1 Introduction

Historically, responsibility for completing a mission and the resources needed to pursue it were aligned along organizational boundaries. However, drivers in the business environment, such as the globalization of business and the fast pace of change, have led to an increase in outsourcing and partnering among organizations. Supply chains, where business processes cross organizational boundaries, are commonplace today. In the modern business environment, workflow is no longer neatly contained within organizational boundaries. In fact, management control of work processes is often distributed among multiple organizations or groups. As a result, managers are increasingly finding themselves in the unenviable position of having responsibility for ensuring the completion of a mission while not directly controlling all of the resources needed to accomplish it. They cannot simply worry about managing risks arising in the activities they oversee. They must now be prepared to identify and address risks inherited from upstream activities and attempt to minimize the risks they impose on downstream activities. Success in the modern business environment requires a collaborative management approach that includes the ability to coordinate the risk management activities of multiple organizations.

1.1 The Need for an Enhanced Risk Management Approach

A crucial step when managing risk in any operational setting is determining the extent to which risk can affect operational performance. Risk assessments are useful when evaluating performance because they identify potential operational failures. We have spent the past decade researching better ways of identifying, analyzing, and managing risk in an attempt to help managers avoid such failures. Our early research focused on managing risk in software development programs. Here we worked with numerous programs and helped them implement cutting-edge methods for reducing their risks and developing better software and systems [Dorofee 96]. Later, we turned our attention to a different type of risk, information security risk, where we examined how security risks could affect an organization's ability to achieve its mission [Alberts 02].

Initially, we assumed that software development and security risk management were fundamentally different in nature, with each requiring a custom suite of tools and techniques. However, after developing distinct risk management approaches for both domains, we decided to revisit that assumption. As we sorted through endless volumes of assessment data, we began to notice similarities and patterns among them, which indicated that risk management in the two areas might share a mutual foundation. We then began to think about developing a common risk management solution, one that could be used in many diverse operational environments.
At about the same time, outsourcing and collaboration were becoming increasingly popular, fueled by the flexibility and portability provided by distributed computing. We began to see significant changes in the business landscape. The permanent enterprise, defined by an organizational chart, was fast becoming obsolete. It was being replaced by the virtual enterprise, defined by the mission being pursued. Work-process activities were no longer supported by dedicated, stand-alone technologies. Rather, interoperable, networked technologies formed the backbone of the information infrastructures supporting work processes. Management and staff had to deal with interrelationships and dependencies among technologies, data, tasks, activities, processes, and people that were unimaginable just a few years before. Not surprisingly, the complexity inherent in these collaborative environments beckoned for new and innovative approaches for managing risk.

Finally, we also noticed subtle, yet profound, changes in how managers were beginning to view risk management. Traditionally, their views were divided into two schools of thought. The first associated negative connotations with the word risk. Managers from this school often forbade staff members from openly discussing the possibility that risk could occur, which eliminated any possibility of mitigating its effects. By contrast, people adhering to the second school of thought viewed risk management as a means of avoiding failure. They would not hesitate to invest resources to manage specific sources of risk (e.g., security risk) in an attempt to evade particular hazards that could lead to disaster. Over the past few years, as we met with managers from a variety of government and business organizations, we began to see a third point of view emerge.

Rather than ignoring risk altogether or viewing risk management as a means of avoiding failure, some managers have begun to see risk management as a way to position themselves for success. They possess a holistic view of risk and are looking for ways to integrate information about different types of risk, such as process, security, and interoperability risks. They are seeking a single risk profile that provides insight into a mission’s potential for success. These managers are asking for a comprehensive risk assessment technique capable of consolidating information about a broad range of risk factors, rather than the piecemeal solutions so prevalent today.

Based on this anecdotal evidence, we decided to pursue the development of enhanced risk management tools and techniques that are designed to address the needs of today’s managers. We performed initial research to better understand the problem space, and, before long, a new body of research emerged.

### 1.2 Establishing a New Research Direction

Our initial goal for this new area of research was to develop tools and techniques to assess the potential for mission success in complex operational environments. This particular goal required us to extend our research in two directions. First, we needed to find a means of determining the degree to which a given mission is likely to succeed, thus establishing a measure of mission assurance. The ability to characterize the degree of risk in an operational...
environment enables management to gauge its potential for success, which is the central goal of mission assurance. Unfortunately, our initial research indicated that conventional risk assessment and management techniques were inadequate for establishing mission assurance.

Second, we needed to ensure that the tools and techniques for risk assessment and management were sufficiently robust to handle the degree of complexity prevalent in today's operational environments. We were particularly interested in exploring the potential for using risk management as a basis for process improvement and focused our research accordingly. As a result, we began to look at the types of risk affecting the performance characteristics of work processes, and this particular focus put work processes at the center of our research.

A work process is a collection of interrelated work tasks that achieves a specific result [Sharp 01]. It includes all tasks, procedures, organizations, people, technologies, tools, data, inputs, and outputs required to achieve desired objectives. The literature uses several terms synonymously with work process, including business process, workflow, and process. In this document, we use all four terms interchangeably.

Advances in technology, such as distributed computing and the Internet, have enabled people to link work processes together. The end result of connecting several small processes is a larger, more complex process, which includes numerous activities as well as intricate interrelationships and dependencies among those activities. Our initial survey of conventional risk assessment techniques indicated that they are inadequate for establishing comprehensive risk profiles\(^1\) of complex work processes. In most cases, the risk analysis approaches underlying these conventional techniques are too simplistic to handle the inherent complexity of modern business processes.

A distributed work process is a type of complex workflow that is especially intriguing to us. In these processes, the flow of work products crosses organizational boundaries, which, in turn, requires management control of the process to be shared by multiple organizations. Typically, no one has end-to-end management authority in a distributed work process, which makes risk assessment and management extremely difficult propositions in these environments. We view distributed processes as an extreme example of process complexity and as a definitive test case for any techniques that we develop.

### 1.3 Hierarchy of Missions

After developing our research strategy, we began to execute it. We quickly learned that terminology was going to cause problems. Many common terms—such as risk, process, and procedure—do not have universally accepted definitions. Their meanings differ based on the circumstances in which they are used. This terminology problem has proved to be especially troublesome because our research is applicable to many diverse environments, including

---

\(^1\) A risk profile is a generic term used when referring to the combination of factors that lead to risk in a given situation. In Section 6, we present a specific way of representing a mission's operational risk profile using a risk causal chain.
military, federal civilian, and industry settings. The word that seems to cause the most confusion is mission.

In its broadest sense, a mission describes the purpose of an organization. At the same time, it can also be used to define the goals of a specific department or group within a larger organization. A department’s mission must support the broad organizational mission while also reflecting the unique objectives of that specific department. The term mission can also refer to the specific result being pursued by executing a work process. The mission of a work process must support appropriate department and organizational missions, while also outlining the tangible objectives of the process. In addition, each activity in a work process has a distinct mission.

For example, the organizational mission of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is to explore space. Each of NASA’s programs, such as the shuttle program, has a unique mission that supports the overarching organizational mission. In addition, each space shuttle launch also has a distinct mission, where astronauts are required to perform specific experiments. And each of those experiments also has its own unique mission, or purpose. In essence, NASA has a hierarchy of missions, where each lower level mission aligns with and supports those above it.

A hierarchy of missions exists within all organizations. Ensuring that all missions in the hierarchy are aligned is an essential component of operational effectiveness. In fact, with outsourcing and collaboration becoming so widespread, the hierarchy often extends beyond a single organization to include multiple organizations, which can make aligning the mission hierarchy considerably more difficult to achieve.

As used in this document, the term mission refers to the set of objectives, or the goal state, being pursued when executing a work process. Put another way, the mission defines what success looks like for a process. In this context, a mission defines the tangible, and in many cases, measurable, objectives of a process. This concept is critical to our work, which examines how risk can affect the operational performance of work processes and cast doubt on the potential for mission success.

1.4 Scope of This Report

This technical note documents our work to date with respect to analyzing the mission assurance of work processes. It presents the concepts and underlying theories behind the Mission Assurance Analysis Protocol (MAAP), which is an approach for gauging the potential for mission success in work processes. The main focus of MAAP is developing advanced risk analysis techniques for highly complex and distributed work processes. However, we believe that MAAP can also be used to analyze risk in virtually all work processes, from very simple workflows to those that are distributed among multiple organizations.
This body of research is a work in progress, and this report provides a snapshot of our current thinking. To date, we have completed one pilot of MAAP and are currently looking for additional pilot opportunities. Additional reports will be published as appropriate, based on future research findings.

1.5 Structure of the Report

This technical note is divided into seven sections. This introduction serves as the first section; it provides background about the need for advanced risk management tools and techniques and introduces MAAP. Section 2, “Defining Risk,” provides the foundational concepts of risk management. It introduces the notion of operational risk, which is a specific type of risk featured throughout the remainder of the document. The guiding principles behind mission assurance are provided in Section 3, “Mission Assurance.” This section also establishes the link between mission assurance and operational risk.

We shift gears with Section 4, “Sources of Operational Risk.” Here, we propose the five categories of operational risk sources that are common to work processes. Next, in Section 5, “Operational Risk in Distributed Processes,” we look at the characteristics of operational risk in processes where management control is shared by multiple organizations. In this section, we establish the need for a new risk analysis approach that can handle the complexity inherent in distributed environments. The fundamental concepts of MAAP are presented in Section 6, “Mission Assurance Analysis Protocol (MAAP).” Finally, Section 7, “Applications and Future Directions,” completes the report by providing an overview of pilot activities for MAAP and outlining our future research directions.

1.6 Target Audience

As a whole, this report is written for people who have experience assessing and managing risk in operational settings. It presents a conceptual argument outlining the need for advanced risk management approaches, and it uses strategies, tools, and techniques commonly employed in today’s business environment as a basis of comparison. It also provides a general overview of the research we conducted when developing MAAP. People with the following types of expertise will likely derive the most benefit from reading this report: experienced operational managers, specialists in risk management, practitioners in business process design, organizational development experts, and Six Sigma black belts.

At the same time, casual readers might find that Sections 1-3 and 7 contain useful introductory material regarding operational risk management and mission assurance. However, Sections 4-6 delve into the details of advanced risk analysis, making these sections more suitable for readers with sufficient experience and expertise.
1.7 Focus on Risk

MAAP defines an approach for gauging the potential for mission success in work processes. It helps managers understand how various issues can influence process performance, and it incorporates advanced risk analysis techniques to effectively characterize the potential of experiencing operational failures. As a result, any presentation of MAAP must begin with a discussion of risk, which is the topic of the next section.
2 Defining Risk

The term *risk management* is used in a number of diverse disciplines and implies different meanings to different audiences [Kloman 90]. For example, the insurance industry relies on risk management techniques when setting insurance rates. To a hospital administrator, risk management is related to quality assurance concerns. Safety professionals view risk management in terms of reducing the number of accidents and injuries. Thus, the details about risk and how it supports decision making depend upon the context in which it is applied [Charette 89].

Because the term *risk* is used in diverse environments, there are many subtle variations in how it is defined in each. As a result, there is no universally accepted definition of risk. At the same time, some characteristics of risk are consistent across its many applications. In fact, for risk to exist in any circumstance, the following three conditions must be satisfied:

1. There must be loss associated with a situation.
2. There must be some uncertainty with respect to the eventual outcome.
3. Some choice or decision is required.

These characteristics can be used to forge a very basic definition of the word *risk*. Most definitions focus on the first two conditions—loss and uncertainty—because they are the two measurable aspects of risk. Keeping this in mind, the essence of risk, no matter what the domain, is succinctly captured by the following definition: *Risk is the possibility of suffering harm or loss.*

While it is one thing to be aware of the impending danger, harm, or loss associated with risk, it is entirely another matter to do something about it, or to manage it. Risk management defines a discipline for balancing the opportunities you seek against the losses you wish to avoid. It also provides the means for anticipating and addressing the numerous obstacles that can get in your way. When you follow a risk management approach, you put yourself in position to achieve your objectives through informed and proactive decision making.

2.1 Speculative and Hazard Risks

To address the rather complicated nature of risk, some people further subdivide it into two types: speculative and hazard risks [Young 01]. Figure 1 illustrates the differences between these two categories. With speculative risk you can realize a profit, improving your current situation relative to the status quo. At the same time, you have the potential to experience a loss, making you worse off than you are at present. Gambling is an example of speculative
risk. When you place a bet, you must weigh the possibility of gaining additional money against the prospect of losing what you wagered.

Figure 1: Speculative and Hazard Risks

By contrast, hazard risk only has potential losses associated with it, providing no opportunity to improve upon your current situation. Security risk provides an excellent example of hazard risk. When you install a security system in your residence, you are attempting to make it more difficult for a thief to break into the house and steal your valuables. In this case, you are using the system as a deterrent. However, in the best-case scenario, no one breaks into your house, and your money and valuables remain safely stored inside. Your wealth remains unchanged. Even in the most favorable of circumstances, you cannot improve upon the status quo by becoming more prosperous. You only keep what you already possess.

2.2 Business Risk

To this point in the document, we have focused on general concepts associated with risk, not on any particular context. We now narrow our focus as we set our sights on business risk, which encompasses all risks affecting a company’s business strategy. When viewed as a whole, business risk is speculative in nature; it requires managers to balance the risk of investing organizational capital against the potential return on that investment. This balance of risk and profit drives all business decisions. However, achieving equilibrium is never easy because of the complex nature of organizations and their business environments. Business risk tends to be multifaceted in nature and encompasses a wide variety of sources, including

- the organization’s financial situation
- the forecast for the organization’s market sector
- the strategies and practices of competitors
- potential changes in the domestic and international economies
- the potential impact of new technologies
- the potential impact of changing laws and regulations
• the organization’s operational work processes

Not surprisingly, businesses exhibiting long-term profitability often excel in many areas, including business risk management. However, our experience indicates that even companies with best-in-class risk management practices are finding it difficult to deal with certain aspects of business risk, such as the degree of operational risk now threatening them.

2.3 Operational Risk

Operational risk is a form of hazard risk affecting day-to-day businesses operations and, as such, is one of the many facets of business risk. As management executes its work processes, operational risks begin to emerge. Deficiencies inherent in processes can lead to inefficiencies and problems during operations, adversely affecting the chances for success.

Our current research focuses on operational risk because our experience indicates that its impact on organizations is growing. Managers are waging an ever-increasing battle with it and often find themselves on the losing end of that fight. New tools and techniques are needed to neutralize the growing danger posed by this particular form of risk. However, before we can even begin to propose an approach for managing it, we must first examine what makes it so hard to control.

The best place to start when exploring the intricate nature of operational risk is establishing its relationship to the mission underlying a work process. Recall that the term mission, when used in the context of a work process, refers to the set of objectives, or the goal state, being pursued when executing the process. It essentially defines what success looks like for a process. Operational risk affects that picture of success by casting doubt on the possibility the mission will be achieved.

Unfortunately, just as there is no single definition of the word risk, there is no universal definition for the term operational risk. In the absence of a standard, we opted to use the following definition: Operational risk is the potential failure to achieve mission objectives. Notice that the definition includes both uncertainty (the potential failure of an operational process) as well as loss (the inability to achieve mission objectives), thus making it consistent with all definitions of risk presented earlier.

---

2 The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has published a capital adequacy framework commonly known as Basel II [BIS 04]. It defines operational risk as the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems, or from external events. We considered using the Basel II definition of operational risk. However, we found it to be too limiting for our purposes because sources of risk are embedded in the definition. The categories of threat (i.e., sources of risk) we propose in Section 4 of this document include categories that go beyond the scope of the Basel II definition. As a result, we opted to use a broader definition that does not include sources of operational risk.
2.3.1 Operational Risks Versus Problems

Some people are prone to confusing operational risks with problems and often view them as interchangeable. However, in reality, the two concepts are quite different from each other. Recall that operational risk is a form of hazard risk, focusing on the possibility of mission failure. Uncertainty is a central tenet of operational risk and indicates doubt about whether or not a failure will occur. By contrast, when you are facing a problem, you are experiencing some form of distress or loss. There is absolutely no uncertainty about its occurrence.

The best way to differentiate between an operational risk and a problem is to focus on the time frame associated with each. Operational risk looks into the future, focusing on problems and failures that have not yet occurred, while a problem describes a situation that is presently taking place. Put another way, you can think of an operational risk as a potential future problem.

2.3.2 Operational Risk Tolerance

Mitigating operational risk requires an investment of resources; therefore, it is important to understand exactly how much you should spend. Real-world constraints, such as limited funds and resources, restrict the extent of mitigation efforts and require managers to make difficult choices about which risks to address actively. When allocating mitigation resources, management must weigh the potential for risk reduction against the associated costs, with the overarching goal of keeping risk at an acceptable level. Operational risk tolerance is the maximum overall exposure to operational risk that will be accepted, given the costs and benefits involved. The concept of operational risk tolerance is illustrated in Figure 2.

The vertical axis of the graph in Figure 2 indicates the amount of operational risk affecting a given mission, while the horizontal axis indicates the passage of time. Before any mitigation action is taken, the operational risk in the figure must exceed management’s tolerance. Management must be willing to invest resources to reduce it. Once mitigation actions are implemented, some amount of risk, called residual risk, remains. Management generally continues applying mitigation resources until the residual risk falls within tolerance, as illustrated in Figure 2. At that point, management takes no further mitigation action unless changing conditions warrant it (e.g., if a risk becomes a problem or if the risk profile changes).

The concept of operational risk tolerance is important because it influences the nature and extent of problems that are likely to occur during business operations. More operational risk generally equates to a greater occurrence of problems. And if management assumes too much
risk, it will likely end up in crisis mode, which will inevitably force management to assign valuable resources to activities that do not directly support its objectives.

![Diagram of Operational Risk Tolerance](image)

**Figure 2: Operational Risk Tolerance**

Maintaining operational risk at an acceptable level over time is thus a worthwhile management activity. Although the notion of keeping operational risk within tolerance is relatively straightforward from a conceptual point of view, achieving it in practice is not a simple endeavor. Our experience indicates that using operational risk tolerance to guide risk management activities can require considerable effort on the part of management and staff.

### 2.3.3 Challenges in Managing Operational Risk

Finally, today’s managers are finding it extraordinarily difficult to deal with the degree of operational risk confronting them on a daily basis. Although many factors contribute to this problem, two are especially influential.

First, some risks are not communicated effectively to people who are in the best position to manage them. Personnel who work most closely with a work process normally have an optimal vantage point for observing its nuances, and they understand its shortcomings and flaws. They develop unique insights into how operational risks can adversely affect their abilities to do their jobs. However, they are often unable to manage those risks because they do not usually have sufficient authority to allocate mitigation resources. At the same time, they may not bring sensitive issues to the attention of their managers because they fear reprisals or other repercussions. In other instances, people might not even know with whom...
they should discuss their concerns. If these risks are not communicated to management, they cannot be adequately addressed.

The second reason why operational risk is so difficult to control is the inability to effectively manage process and technological complexity, making it difficult to establish accurate risk profiles. People normally understand the fundamental performance characteristics of the processes and technologies they use, and they learn enough about them to complete their assigned work tasks. This basic knowledge of the operational environment is also sufficient for identifying many risks related to those tasks. However, people generally do not understand all of the subtleties and nuances inherent in complex environments. For example, they might not realize how their tasks and activities relate to those of other staff members, groups, and enterprises. They also might not recognize how their part of the work process connects with and supports related processes. In addition, management is often unable to see the benefit of investing the time and resources required to characterize subtle and complex operational risks. As a result, risk arising from operational complexity often goes unmanaged. Instead, it acts like a ticking time bomb within processes and technologies that goes unnoticed until it produces catastrophic failure.

Operational risk affects work processes by laying a foundation for future problems. Managers must carefully evaluate their options and make thoughtful decisions when attempting to keep operational risk under control. The ability to manage operational risk effectively is one factor that separates successful managers from the rest of the pack. Their proactive ability to avoid obstacles provides them confidence in their potential for success, which is a hallmark of mission assurance.
3 Mission Assurance

We have all heard about or participated on projects that have battled one crisis after another. Too often resources that are allocated to these projects are wasted fighting fires instead of being optimized in pursuit of the mission. Crises divert people's attention from the tasks at hand, ultimately leading to cost, schedule, and quality problems. In addition, problems may build upon each other, until at some point, mission failure is assured. Fortunately, most disasters can be prevented because there are usually indications of failure long before the resulting catastrophe occurs. It is essential to seek out indications of failure and take timely action to avoid it, so that management can have confidence in the project's chances for success.

3.1 Defining Mission Assurance

Based on our research, there is no universal definition for mission assurance. However, most of its definitions include one common theme: the belief, or conviction, that mission objectives will be satisfactorily achieved. Using published information about mission assurance in combination with our risk management experience, we have derived the following definition: Mission assurance is establishing a reasonable degree of confidence in mission success.

Mission assurance is not a binary attribute that is either present in or absent from a given situation. On the contrary, it falls along a continuum, with guaranteed success at one end of the scale and guaranteed failure at the other. The degree of mission assurance inherent in a work process is inversely related to the amount of operational risk affecting that process. As a result, when operational risk is reduced, mission assurance increases in kind. And the desired level of mission assurance is achieved when operational risk to the mission is kept within tolerance.

3.2 Mission Assurance Strategy

Figure 3 depicts the basic strategy supporting mission assurance and illustrates the importance of striking a balance between operational risk management and problem resolution activities. Unfortunately, operational risk management is often overlooked or performed poorly, causing many managers to accept more risk than they should. Greater risk is an indicator of a greater number and severity of problems during operations. As a result, management redirects too many resources to handle an ever-increasing series of crises, leaving fewer people available to work toward mission objectives. By contrast, keeping
Although it is a good idea to mitigate as much risk as possible during design and development, your options are somewhat limited. Many sources of risk first become apparent during operations, making it impossible to tackle the resulting risks before processes are in use. Thus, you must also manage risk during process execution, which is to the second tactic of the mission assurance strategy. Continual attention to risk management during operations reinforces mitigation actions already taken and helps ensure that risk is maintained at an acceptable level over time.

The third and final tactic—resolving problems that occur during operations—complements the first two. Even the most aggressive risk management programs do not eliminate risk; they...
merely reduce it. Thus, you will always have some amount of uncertainty regarding your chances of success. The goal is to tilt the odds in your favor by minimizing the amount of uncertainty you ultimately accept. Being able to effectively manage operational risk enables you to apply resources to the few problems that will inevitably occur when work processes are conducted.

The fundamental concept of mission assurance is straightforward: a reasonable degree of confidence in mission success is established when operational risk is kept within tolerance. In many cases, keeping operational risk within tolerance is easier said than done. Effective operational risk management requires an attention to detail as well as an ability to abstract. It forces you to look at both the global and local properties of a process in an effort to gauge performance. It requires understanding what success looks like in order to predict the potential for failure. And recognizing what can cause those failures is an essential part of controlling risk. The next section describes the details of operational risk by examining its causes.
4 Sources of Operational Risk

In our past research, we studied different facets of operational risk. We first looked at how poor risk management led to failure in many software development projects. We also studied organizational security and examined how security risks can adversely affect an organization's mission. Upon reviewing our research in both areas, we saw many similarities and patterns. We began to notice how our previous work focused on pieces of a larger puzzle. We decided it was time to pursue the broader themes by looking at operational risk and the sources responsible for producing it.

4.1 Threat and Risk

People in position to allocate mitigation resources must first become aware of a risk before they can address it. In fact, our experience indicates that the ability to communicate risks in a clear and consistent manner is a common characteristic of most effective risk management programs. Establishing a common structure for communicating risks is one practice that enables people to articulate their concerns more effectively. The basic format for expressing risk information is called a risk statement, which is framed around the concepts of threat and risk. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between threat and risk that provides the foundation for a risk statement.

\[\text{Risk} \quad \text{could lead to} \quad \text{Impact} \]

\(\text{ Threat } (\text{i.e., uncertainty}) \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Impact} (\text{i.e., loss})\)

Figure 4: Threat and Risk

A threat is a circumstance or event with the potential to cause harm or loss; threats capture the source of concern, doubt, anxiety, or uncertainty at the heart of risk. However, threat, by itself, illustrates only what is causing your concern, not why you are concerned. To understand the reason behind your anxiety, you must also understand the impacts, or consequences, that are potentially triggered by the threat. When you describe one or more potential impacts, you have effectively described a risk. A risk statement is thus a cause-and-effect pairing of a threat with the impacts it can produce.
4.2 Painting a Picture of Risk

A succinct risk statement provides a means for communicating your concerns to others. It also helps when you are deciding how to address a risk because it provides the following key pieces of information:

- The threat component focuses on what is currently causing concern and provides useful information for determining specific steps required to mitigate a risk.
- The impact component focuses on potential immediate and long-term consequences triggered by a threat, and it describes the possible losses you might sustain. Understanding the depth and breadth of potential consequences is useful information when determining the amount of time, resources, and effort that should be allocated to mitigating a risk.

The risk statement is a practical technique for capturing and recording risks, and it provides a consistent means for conveying these risks to others. However, the structure alone does not guarantee success. The content must also be clear and concise, and it must enable risks to be easily understood by all. Developing a risk statement requires people to succinctly articulate the sources of their concerns (i.e., threats) as well as the potential consequences (i.e., impacts), which our experience shows is not as easy as it might appear.

When identifying risks, people often rely upon tools that document common sources of risk, such as surveys, questionnaires, or checklists. These instruments help to focus attention on a wide range of threats and prompts people to consider as many sources of risk as possible. Unfortunately, based on our field experience, many surveys, questionnaires, and checklists are not as exhaustive as they need to be, and they often omit important sources of risk.

4.3 Categories of Operational Threat

Over the years, we have performed risk assessments in a variety of operational settings. Over time, we began to notice an interesting trend: Similar threats seemed to trigger risk in very different domains. At first, this trend seemed counterintuitive to us. Why would threats to software development projects be so similar to those affecting organizational security processes? To answer this question, we began to dig a littler deeper. We reviewed a vast array of materials when looking into this phenomenon (including numerous publications and the results of many risk assessments\(^4\)). As a result of this work, we identified the five categories of threat depicted in Figure 5. To our surprise, all threats documented in the reference materials and assessment results neatly mapped into the five categories.

\(^4\) We performed an extensive survey of the risk management publications as part of this work, including published works by Alberts, Carr, Charette, and Haines [Alberts 02, Carr 93, Charette 89, Haines 04]. We also examined the results of risk assessments in the following areas: software development, information security, and incident management. These assessments were conducted with a variety of organizations, including groups from the government, financial, manufacturing, health care, and technology sectors.
By the same token, there were significant gaps regarding the range of threats included in all assessment techniques surveyed. Most focused on two or three of the categories, while either ignoring or giving cursory attention to the others. For example, risk assessments for software development projects typically had reasonable coverage in the design and activity categories, but paid little attention to mission, environment, and event threats. As a result, threats from those three categories would likely be overlooked during risk identification and analysis activities, which could lead to incomplete assessment results. We believe that the five categories provide a benchmark of operational risk sources and could be used to identify gaps in surveys, questionnaires, and checklists employed in many assessments.

![Diagram of Categories of Operational Threat](image)

**Figure 5: Categories of Operational Threat**

The research regarding the categories of threat is a work in progress. We cannot rule out the possibility that additional data will lead us to add a category. Likewise, while these categories seem to cover threats to work processes, we have not looked extensively at how well they address threats in other problem spaces, such as in technological systems. We intend to look at broader applications for these categories at some point in the future. At the present time, we are focusing on operational risk as it relates to work processes. In the remainder of this section, we take a closer look at each category, beginning with mission threat.

### 4.3.1 Mission Threat

The mission is the cornerstone of a work process and defines what success looks like. If that picture is skewed or flawed, the entire system could be out of balance and produce unexpected, or unwanted, results. For example, if the technical objectives of a software development project are overly ambitious in relation to its budget, you will have to make difficult choices when beginning the project. Lacking the requisite funds, you might be forced to cut back on staff allocated to certain tasks, or you might decide to eliminate certain equipment expenditures. Something, somewhere, has to give.

The consequences of your choices will not be felt immediately, but somewhere during the course of the project you will almost certainly encounter a crisis. When that crisis occurs, you will have to make some difficult decisions. You might be forced to adjust the technical objectives by aligning them more closely with the remaining budget. Or you might have to
consider assuming a cost overrun for the project. If the former is chosen, you will have the unpleasant task of informing your customer that the software lacks some of its promised features. If the latter is selected, your management will undoubtedly be eager to hear your explanation for the budget overrun. The imbalance that existed from day one will have come full circle and will require a change to the mission objectives.

A mission threat is a fundamental flaw, or weaknesses, in the purpose and scope of a work process. It injects considerable vulnerability into the very foundation of a work process and exposes it to a substantial amount of operational risk. The vulnerability can manifest itself in a number of tangible ways and can affect all aspects of the process, from the layout and arrangement of activities to the resources assigned to those activities.

### 4.3.2 Design Threat

While the mission describes the goal, or objectives being pursued, the design of a process delineates the roadmap for achieving the mission. It outlines the resources needed to complete the job as well as all steps, decisions, and handoffs required to execute the process successfully. A design threat is an inherent weakness in the layout of a work process. It can have far-reaching consequences because it embeds risk within the structure of a process.

A bottleneck is an excellent example of a design threat, illustrating how inefficiencies can be designed into a process. The presence of a bottleneck means that the flow of work products exceeds the capacity designed into the process, which limits the flow at a particular point in the process. Such restrictions cause the process to function at a lower level of efficiency than required to meet mission objectives and casts doubt on the potential for success.

### 4.3.3 Activity Threat

Whereas the mission and process design provide the blueprint for operations, activity management is focused on assembling, organizing, and overseeing the resources needed to execute that plan. An activity threat is a flaw, or weaknesses, arising from the manner in which activities are managed and performed. This type of threat can result from a variety of sources, ranging from people’s actions to unreliable performance of support technologies. In essence, activity threats occur when actual performance deviates from what was planned or anticipated.

For example, think about what happens when inexperienced people, who also have not received adequate training and education for their positions, staff a process. Do you expect novices to perform their assigned tasks seamlessly? In all likelihood, they will be prone to making mistakes and poor decisions, at least initially, which puts the mission at risk.
4.3.4 Environment Threat

In an ideal world, managers would be able to ignore the outside world, focusing solely on the tasks at hand. However, processes are not executed in vacuums. Managers need to be keenly aware of their surroundings and understand how environmental conditions can affect their work. An environment threat is an inherent constraint, weakness, or flaw in the overarching operational environment in which a process is conducted. It represents an inherited source of threat, making it especially difficult to manage in many instances.

Think about an organization plagued by low morale among its staff. People who work in such environments tend to have higher rates of absenteeism, often leaving key activities short staffed. They may also take less pride in their work, choosing to go through the motions each day. The end result of such apathy is poor performance, which, of course, places mission objectives at risk. Although the manager of a given work process might not be responsible for the root causes of low staff morale, he or she must deal with its effects on process performance, which will likely not be an easy task.

4.3.5 Event Threat

Because our world is constantly changing, we must be on guard for sudden events that can immediately derail progress. An event threat is a set of circumstances triggered by an unpredictable occurrence that introduces unexpected change into a process. A computer virus is a good example of an event threat. Many vulnerabilities are embedded in the computer systems that we use every day. Some can affect a computer’s performance during routine use by causing it to crash periodically. By contrast, others lie dormant within the computer’s operating system and applications and do not produce any visible effect on the computer’s performance during day-to-day operations.

A computer virus is a program that is designed to exploit these dormant, apparently benign, vulnerabilities and that causes infected computers to act erratically. People with malicious intent design these programs with the ultimate goal of wreaking havoc throughout the business community. Viruses can be sent as email attachments, becoming active when unsuspecting users open those attachments. Although there are different types of viruses, which affect computers and their supporting networks in different ways, they typically produce similar results, such as degrading the performance of computers and networks or rendering them unavailable for use. If a work process is highly dependent on the availability of infected computers and networks, production can be temporarily halted, which puts the work-process mission at risk. Notice that the vulnerability in this example posed no threat to production during typical operating conditions. It took an unpredictable event, in this case the proliferation of a computer virus, for damage to occur.
4.4 Extrinsic and Intrinsic Risk

Of the five categories of threat, event threats stand out as being fundamentally different from the others. With event threats, vulnerabilities do not directly place a mission at risk; they are merely a conduit for risk and lie dormant during normal business operations. An event must combine with one or more of these vulnerabilities to actually produce risk. If there is no possibility of the event occurring, there is, by definition, no risk. In this document, the risk produced by an event threat is called extrinsic risk because its underlying trigger (i.e., the occurrence of an event) occurs outside of expected or predictable operational conditions. The mechanism responsible for generating extrinsic risk (i.e., an event in conjunction with one or more vulnerabilities) also influences its basic properties, which are measured using probability and impact. In general, the probability associated with extrinsic risk is heavily influenced by the likelihood that its triggering event will occur. As a general rule, events with the potential for producing very high, often catastrophic, consequences have very low probabilities associated with them.

By contrast, threats from the other four categories (mission, design, activity, and environment) do not require an external trigger to produce operational risk. In this case, the mere act of conducting a work process in combination with certain vulnerabilities is sufficient. The risk generated by these four categories is called intrinsic risk because it is an inherent part of process execution. The characteristics of intrinsic risk are quite different from those of extrinsic risk. For example, intrinsic risks are often more likely to occur than extrinsic risks because the stimulus needed to produce intrinsic risks (i.e., process execution) is always present. In addition, while extrinsic risk often produces catastrophic consequences, experience shows that intrinsic risks can cause a variety of impacts, ranging from negligible to very high. Catastrophic impacts triggered by a specific source of intrinsic risk, although possible, are rare.

The five categories of threat thus define a broad range of operational risk sources. As noted earlier, few risk assessments consider threats from all five categories. Instead, they focus on a subset of threats, which makes it impossible to reach any conclusions regarding mission assurance. You cannot establish a reasonable degree of confidence in mission success without considering a broad spectrum of threats during an analysis. At the same time, there are additional factors that complicate risk analysis in distributed processes. In the next section, we describe the unique issues that make characterizing operational risk in distributed processes so problematic.
5 Operational Risk in Distributed Processes

The business landscape has changed dramatically in the past decade, much of it fueled by a rapidly changing technological infrastructure. Networked technologies have enabled partnerships and collaborations that were unimaginable just a few years ago. As a result, work processes are no longer constrained by geographical and organizational boundaries. Today it is common for multiple organizations to pool appropriate resources in pursuit of a single mission and bring together a diverse set of skills without regard to physical location or organizational allegiance. These virtual organizations are bound by common missions rather than organizational charts. It is no longer valid to assume that a single manager controls end-to-end process execution. In fact, management control is often distributed among several organizations, creating a complex operational environment that can be difficult to manage.

5.1 Distributed Processes

Recall that a process is a collection of interrelated work tasks intended to achieve a specific result by taking inputs and transforming them into desired outputs. This is the fundamental philosophy underlying all work processes. For example, think about the basic operations of a system development process. A development team collects the technology requirements of a customer and creates a technology uniquely designed to meet that customer's needs. To accomplish its mission, the development team must follow a prescribed path, or process, that defines the proper sequence and timing of all necessary activities. And if everything proceeds according to plan, the technology produced will meet the needs originally described by the customer.

Work processes can be visually represented using workflow diagrams such as the one shown in Figure 6. Notice that the process depicted in the figure comprises four distinct activities, which must be executed in the order shown (from left to right) to achieve the mission. Process execution kicks off with Activity A1. Once it is complete, its output feeds Activities A2 and A3, which are performed in parallel. When both of these activities are complete, their outputs are forwarded to Activity A4, the last in the sequence. Upon completion of Activity A4, the process is finished. If all activities are performed correctly, the mission is successfully achieved.

A process, when viewed as a whole, exhibits unique performance characteristics that arise from the manner in which the process is structured and managed. For example, certain conditions, such as an experienced and well-trained staff, enable good performance and propel a process toward its mission. On the other hand, others, like lack of teamwork, threaten mission success. The performance characteristics of a process are influenced by many different factors, including
• its structure
• how its tasks are executed
• the operational environment in which it is executed
• how it is managed

Figure 6: Work Process with Four Activities

When a single manager oversees an end-to-end process, he or she has considerable control over most aspects of its operation. If problems develop in one activity, the manager can react by reallocating people or funds from other activities to help resolve the underlying issues. However, now think about what happens when a process is linked to several others, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Distributed Work Process

Notice that the rather simple process from Figure 6 is now part of a larger process that links four distinct sub-processes. Each sub-process has its own unique set of objectives (i.e., a local mission) to achieve; however, the overall work-process mission is not achieved until the final activity is complete. As illustrated in Figure 8, four organizations have pooled their resources to complete a single mission, thus creating a distributed business process.
5.2 Lack of Uniform Operational Risk Tolerance

In distributed processes, management from each organization controls its piece of the overall process, and, in most cases, no one has management authority over the end-to-end workflow. Instead, management control is exerted locally, with contractual relationships defining the relationships among all participating organizations. Mission success is contingent upon each group fulfilling its contractual obligations. However, most contracts specify only deliverables and milestones; they leave the specifics of how to achieve them to the discretion of each organization's management. And most contracts do not mandate a common approach for managing risk; instead they give each manager considerable autonomy in this regard. As a result, there tends to be a lack of uniform operational risk tolerance in most distributed processes, as illustrated in Figure 9.

A manager's tolerance for operational risk influences the nature and extent of the problems likely to occur during operations. When managers are generally risk averse, their decisions reflect their desire to avoid risk. Likewise, managers who accept more risk are willing to endure a greater number and severity of problems during operations. Because a uniform risk tolerance is usually not imposed on a distributed process, management's tolerance for risk tends to vary throughout the process either by choice (e.g., personal preference of the manager) or circumstance (e.g., internal politics force a manager to accept more risk than he or she would like). Notice that the tolerances in Figure 9 range from low to high, creating a mismatch in how risk is managed throughout the process.

Most often, managers in a distributed process act unilaterally and assume that their actions have no effect on their partners. However, because of the inherent interrelationships and dependencies among activities in a workflow, that assumption is incorrect. In fact, the operational risk affecting a given activity in a distributed process influences the risk affecting
all subsequent activities. As a result, all managers need to be aware of the risk they inherit from upstream activities and, in turn, impose on downstream activities.

**Figure 9: Lack of Uniform Operational Risk Tolerance**

### 5.3 Inherited and Imposed Risk

Consider the distributed work process in Figure 9. Now focus on just one part of the end-to-end process: the activities performed by Organization C. You will notice that Organization C receives work products from Organization A and subsequently forwards its work products to Organization D. If you assume the perspective of Organizations C’s management, your view of the distributed process becomes quite limited. As shown in Figure 10, Organizations C’s management has a narrow view of the process, with little insight into what occurs before it receives work products from Organization A and after it delivers its products to Organization D.

Organization C’s management likely does not have detailed knowledge of the inner workings of the processes and practices of its partners. As a result, it would be extremely unusual for Organization C’s management to have much insight into how operational risk is managed by its partners. This can be problematic because Organization C’s biggest risk might be the amount of operational risk it inherits from Organization A. For example, the work products it receives from Organization A could be riddled with defects, or they could arrive much later than anticipated. Managers in Organization C cannot establish an accurate risk profile without knowing the extent of the risk they are inheriting.
Likewise, Organization C imposes some degree of operational risk on all downstream activities (in this case, the activity performed by Organization D). The amount of risk imposed on downstream activities generally depends on two factors: (1) how much risk is inherited from upstream activities and (2) the amount of risk generated locally. In this way, operational risk flows in unison with work products as they move throughout a process; it is amplified or dampened at any particular point in the workflow based on conditions at that location. Put another way, operational risk can be viewed as a dynamic property of any work process because it changes as it flows from one activity to the next.

5.4 The Dynamic Nature of Operational Risk

Consider the simple process depicted in Figure 11. Two activities are performed in sequence, with Activity Y beginning after the completion of Activity X. When both activities are performed satisfactorily, the mission for this simple process is successfully achieved.

Now consider how a specific threat to Activity X might affect the work-process mission. A threat is a circumstance or event that can adversely affect execution of any work-process activity. Because, by definition, a work process comprises a collection of interrelated activities, a threat affecting the completion of any particular activity casts doubt on the potential for overall mission success. Put another way, a threat to any given activity triggers risk to the work-process mission. Figure 12 illustrates how a threat to Activity X puts the overall work-process mission at risk.

Notice that Figure 12 shows a direct link between a threat, $T_{Xi}$, and the risk to the mission, $R_{Xi}$, depicting the risk produced by a single threat. This linear approach to risk analysis is useful when interrelationships and dependencies among activities are relatively straightforward because it provides a way to sort through vast amounts of risk information quickly and reach meaningful conclusions. However, linear risk analyses do not explicitly
provide a means for tracking inherited and imposed risk, which makes them less useful when analyzing complex work processes. As a result, advanced risk analysis techniques must be employed when examining how operational risk actually propagates throughout complex processes. We can no longer view operational risk as a series of independent linear occurrences. Rather, we must begin to see it as an interrelated set of circumstances, as illustrated in Figure 13.

![Diagram of Threat to Activity X and Risk to mission caused by threat Tx1](image)

**Figure 12: Simple View of Risk**

Notice from Figure 13 that three threats (Tx1, Tx2, and Tx3) affect Activity X. In addition, the figure also introduces the concept of a control, which is important when examining how operational risk flows throughout a process. Controls include the policies, procedures, practices, conditions, and organizational structures designed to provide reasonable assurance that a mission will be achieved and undesired events will be prevented, detected, and corrected. In other words, they are the circumstances that propel a process toward its mission. In Figure 13, two controls (Cx1 and Cx2) affect Activity X.

![Diagram of Threats and controls affecting Activity X and Risk to Activity X from all threats and controls](image)

**Figure 13: Interrelated View of Risk**

Numerous controls influence the execution of each activity. Some controls must be explicitly considered during risk analysis because they directly mitigate the risk at a given point in the process. In some instances, they decrease the likelihood of a risk’s occurrence, while in others, they might reduce potential losses. Thus, a true measure of the operational risk affecting any given activity must include all relevant interactions among threats and controls.

---

5 The definition for control is derived from COBIT® [ISACA 00].
To illustrate the relative effects of threats and controls, consider the following example. Assume that you are performing an operational risk assessment and have noticed that the procedures for completing a key activity are not documented. As a result, people must rely on their tacit knowledge of how to perform that activity correctly. Normally, you might be concerned about the effects of insufficient documentation on process performance and identify it as a design threat. However, if the process is relatively stable over time and the staff has considerable experience and expertise performing the activity correctly, the effects produced by a lack of procedures might be lessened. In this instance, the staff's experience and expertise is considered to be a control because it is an organizational condition that counteracts the design threat. The true measure of operational risk thus requires balancing the relative effects of the threat and the control.

By looking at Figure 13, you will notice that to this point we have established the degree of operational risk affecting only Activity X. We have not begun to consider how conditions affecting Activity Y influence operational risk in the work process. Thus, the next step in the analysis is to examine the effects of operational risk on Activity Y. And since Activity Y is the final activity in the workflow, the risk analysis of the end-to-end process is considered to be complete when the analysis of Activity Y has concluded. The threats and controls affecting Activity Y are shown in Figure 14.

![Figure 14: Risk to the Mission](image)

You will notice from Figure 14 that two threats (T_{Y1} and T_{Y2}), one control (C_{Y1}), and the risk inherited from Activity X all contribute to the operational risk affecting the execution of Activity Y. Operational risk actually propagates throughout a work process by moving from one activity to the next in unison with the flow of work products. As a result, the operational risk affecting any given activity cannot be determined precisely without knowing the amount of risk it inherits from previously completed activities. In this way, operational risk can be
viewed as a dynamic property of a process. It moves from point to point in a workflow and is amplified or dampened based on the relative conditions at each point.

For example, assume that Activity X has a high risk to its schedule, meaning that there is a reasonable likelihood that Activity Y will receive its inputs much later than planned. For the purposes of this example, assume that a two-week delay is likely. Activity Y thus inherits a schedule risk, a potential two-week delay, from Activity X. However, the effect of this inherited risk cannot be fully determined until all threats and controls affecting Activity Y are also considered.

What if Activity Y has a buffer in place that enables it to absorb up to a three-week delay (e.g., adequate inventory, arrangements with an alternate supplier, slack in the schedule)? This particular control, by itself, has dampened the inherited risk. Other controls might further negate the risk, while the threats affecting Activity Y might reinforce it. As a result, Activity Y's schedule risk is the product of all threats and controls affecting Activity Y in combination with the schedule risk it inherits from Activity X.

To this point in the document, we have discussed the importance of the following issues in establishing an accurate operational risk profile:

- considering threats from the five categories presented in the previous section during risk identification and analysis, which ensures that a broad range of risk sources is factored into the analysis
- viewing operational risk as a dynamic entity, which examines how risk changes as it propagates throughout a work process

To establish accurate operational risk profiles in distributed work processes, there is one final issue to consider. A risk analysis must also account for the operational risk caused by the emergent properties of distributed processes.

5.5 Operational Risk and Emergent Properties

An emergent property is a characteristic of a system that is derived from the interaction of its parts and that is not observable or inherent in the parts when considered separately. Some threats arise from the emergent properties of a distributed process. These particular threats, called emergent threats, are particularly problematic because they are not easily observed from the vantage points of participating organizations. As a result, the risk triggered by emergent threats typically is neither identified nor effectively managed.

For example, assume that you are asked to perform a risk assessment on a distributed process. As part of the assessment, suppose you want to determine if the local mission of each sub-process (i.e., the part of the work process managed by a particular organization) supports the overall work-process mission. Having proper alignment among all missions (i.e., all local missions and the overall mission) is important because it means that objectives throughout the work process are synchronized. Otherwise, execution of activities in different
parts of the process will not be adequately coordinated, which can affect process performance and the prospect for successfully completing the overall mission.

As you conduct the assessment, you talk to representatives from each organization about a variety of topics, including how they view their particular missions. Suppose you find remarkable consistency in how people within each organization view their mission, which indicates that each organization's management chain has done an exceptional job of communicating its view of local goals and objectives. You have identified a control for the process because establishing a common view of local goals and objectives among staff members is a circumstance that facilitates correct and complete execution of related tasks and activities.

However, you might also notice that while people within each organization have a common understanding of their local goals and objectives, there are problems in how local missions align with one another as well as how they align with the overall work-process mission. As a result, people throughout the process may actually be working at cross-purposes, which casts doubt on the prospects for successful completion of the overall mission. This is an example of a threat arising from an emergent property of a work process. Notice that this particular threat was not observable from the vantage point of any single organization. It became apparent only after looking at data from all organizations.

The emergent threat featured in the above example is a mission threat because it points to a serious flaw in the structure and alignment of the mission hierarchy for the work process. In fact, threats from all five threat categories can arise from the emergent properties of a work process. The characteristics of emergent threats are consistent with those from the five categories of threat; however, they are triggered by emergent, rather than local, conditions.

Because emergent threats arise from interactions among various parts of a process, managing the risk produced by them is difficult. In a distributed process, there is usually no centralized management authority. As a result, no one is in position to notice emergent threats, making it likely that the emergent threats will go unnoticed and that the resulting risk will go unmanaged. Even if people are aware of an emergent threat, they usually lack the management authority to do anything about it. In fact, since these threats cross organizational boundaries, no individual likely has sufficient authority to manage the resulting risks. A collaborative management effort is required in most cases, which is often difficult to achieve in practice.

5.6 A New Analysis Approach

Characterizing the operational risk in a distributed process is not a simple endeavor. The overwhelming majority of risk analysis techniques lack the sophistication necessary to gauge mission assurance in distributed processes. In particular, these techniques do not

- track inherited and imposed risk
• effectively characterize risk arising from the interrelationships and dependencies among threats and controls
• account for the operational risk arising from the emergent properties of distributed processes
• estimate the mission’s operational risk exposure

With the amount of collaboration and outsourcing in today’s business environment, distributed processes are commonplace. Managers are not armed with sufficient tools for characterizing operational risk in these complex environments, which puts them at a distinct disadvantage when doing battle with operational risk. To level the playing field, new approaches for analyzing operational risk are needed. In the next section, we present an advanced approach for analyzing operational risk that is capable of handling the complexity inherent in distributed processes.
6 Mission Assurance Analysis Protocol (MAAP)

Because conventional techniques proved to be inadequate for analyzing operational risk in complex processes, we were forced to create a new approach. Our development effort produced MAAP, which is specifically designed to analyze operational risk in distributed work processes. Although MAAP was specifically designed with distributed processes in mind, it can also be used to analyze the effects of operational risk on simpler workflows. This section captures the preliminary results of our work and presents the fundamental concepts behind MAAP.

6.1 Setting the Scope of a Risk Analysis

The first step in any risk analysis is explicitly defining what is considered to be within the scope of the analysis as well as what is beyond its scope. This step is crucial because it defines the breadth and depth of the analysis. The scopes of most conventional risk analysis techniques are framed around logical or physical entities, such as projects, groups, organizations, enterprises, technologies, assets, or sites. The corresponding analysis examines ways in which a particular entity might fail to achieve its mission. Implicit in this approach is the assumption that a one-to-one mapping between an entity and its mission exists. However, this assumption does not hold in distributed processes, where, by definition, multiple entities must work together to achieve a single mission. Focusing the analysis on a single entity in a distributed process can lead to local optimization of risk mitigation activities in lieu of global risk reduction. It also makes it difficult to account for emergent threats and to track inherited and imposed risk.

There is a second drawback to defining the scope of an analysis using a logical or physical entity. In today's business environment, any given entity is likely to be part of multiple missions. For example, many project teams support multiple missions at any given time, each with different objectives and deliverables. The assumption of a one-to-one mapping between an entity and its mission is a simplification that has considerable ramifications on the results of a risk analysis.

Assuming such a linear point of view makes it difficult, if not impossible, to examine the effects of competing and conflicting missions because each mission and its relationship to the entity has not been explicitly established. The resulting threat is not factored into the analysis, leading to an incomplete operational risk profile. In addition, the baseline for measuring risk is ambiguous because multiple missions are in play and none has been established as a benchmark for measuring risk. Lacking a definitive yardstick against which operational risk can be measured, conventional risk analysis techniques will likely produce unclear, ambiguous, or inconsistent results.
An alternative means of setting the scope of a risk analysis is required when examining operational risk in distributed environments. You can no longer assume that a unique relationship exists between an entity and its mission. Rather, you must accept the following realities of modern business environments:

- Many entities can work together to achieve a single mission. (This is a many-to-one mapping between entity and mission.)
- Any given entity can support multiple missions at any given time. (This is a one-to-many mapping between entity and mission.)
- Many entities can work together to achieve a given mission and each of those entities can also support multiple missions at any given time. (This is a many-to-many mapping between entity and mission.)

Recall that operational risk is the potential failure to achieve mission objectives. Notice that mission is featured prominently in this definition, highlighting its importance as the focal point of operational risk. Following this line of reasoning, it makes sense to frame the risk analysis around the mission, providing an unambiguous anchor for the subsequent analysis. By using the mission to set the scope for analysis, you are defining the explicit benchmark against which operational risk will be measured. Ideally, all entities instrumental in achieving the mission should be included in the risk analysis, thus enabling you to establish the role of each entity in relation to the mission. If a given entity cannot be included in the analysis, you must view it as a source of inherited risk to those parts of the work process that are being analyzed.

Using the mission to drive risk analysis is effective in distributed environments because it

- prevents local optimization of risk mitigation activities by including multiple entities in the analysis
- accounts for emergent threats and tracks inherited and imposed risk
- enables analysis of the risk produced by competing and conflicting missions
- leads to clear, unambiguous, and consistent results by anchoring all findings to the specified mission

MAAP uses the mission to frame a risk analysis, which is a key differentiator between it and conventional techniques. In this way, MAAP is designed to sort through the complexity inherent in distributed environments and ultimately produce a more accurate operational risk profile.

### 6.2 What Is MAAP?

MAAP is a protocol, or heuristic, for determining the degree of mission assurance in complex processes, and it provides a structured approach for analyzing operational risk. Notice that we classify MAAP as a protocol, not as a methodology. A protocol, as used in this context, is a set of conventions that guide how an activity should be performed, but it allows great
flexibility regarding how to actually conduct the activity. By contrast, a methodology is a structured organization of tasks and procedures that define specific steps for completing an activity. MAAP defines an approach for analyzing operational risk in complex environments but does not prescribe specific steps for conducting the analysis. We have intentionally made MAAP implementation independent to encourage the application of known and proven techniques (e.g., failure modes and effects analysis) within MAAP’s comprehensive framework.

6.3 Operational Risk Profile

One of the key products generated when following MAAP is an operational risk profile of the mission, which essentially provides a snapshot of how operational risk can affect a given mission. It is developed by analyzing process performance in a variety of operational situations, including

- normal, or expected, operational conditions
- unpredictable circumstances, or occurrences, triggered by events

Figure 15 illustrates the notion of examining performance over a range of different circumstances, or operational states. State 1 represents process performance during normal, or expected, operational conditions, while States 2 and 3 depict performance characteristics in the presence of unpredictable events.

![State 1: Expected Operational Conditions](image)
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Figure 15: Analyzing Risk in a Variety of Operational States

Notice that all three states contribute to the amount of operational risk affecting the mission, but each state produces its effects under a different set of circumstances. Operational risks arising during normal, or expected, operational conditions are triggered by threats inherent to work processes, and, as such, they are classified as intrinsic risks. By contrast, the risks triggered by unpredictable events are examples of extrinsic risks, which provide insight into a process’s adaptive, or resilient, properties.
An operational risk profile must depict the effects of both intrinsic and extrinsic risks to fully characterize the extent to which a mission is at risk. A complete profile must include the following three key components: (1) a risk causal chain, (2) a measure of the mission’s operational risk exposure, and (3) the key risk drivers. We briefly examine each component, beginning with the risk causal chain.

### 6.3.1 Risk Causal Chain

Figure 16 shows a risk causal chain for the work process depicted in Figure 15. A risk causal chain can be created using a cause-and-effect analysis, which is a technique commonly used in risk management and process improvement activities [Scholtes 94]. The chain provides a graphical view of operational risk by showing how threats, vulnerabilities, and controls combine to produce risk in each set of operational circumstances featured in Figure 15. Risk causal chains are important because they provide an interrelated view of operational risk and illustrate how a complex sequence of causes can place a mission at risk.

![Risk Causal Chain Diagram]

*Figure 16: Risk Causal Chain*

### 6.3.2 Operational Risk Exposure

The second component of the operational risk profile is the value of the mission’s operational risk exposure. This value provides a measure of the total, or aggregate, operational risk to which a mission is exposed, and it is a key indicator of mission success. Conventional risk
analysis techniques do not provide a means of aggregating operational risk to the mission. In fact, our experience indicates that the data provided by most of these techniques are insufficient for estimating a mission’s total operational risk exposure. As a result, managers lack the overall view of how much operational risk is actually affecting process performance, which makes it difficult, if not impossible, for them to optimize their investment in risk mitigation activities and to develop the degree of mission assurance they seek. By contrast, methodologies adhering to MAAP determine a mission’s operational risk exposure, thus providing a means of gauging mission assurance.

Figure 17 illustrates the importance of establishing a mission’s exposure to operational risk. By looking at the example illustrated in the figure, you will notice that the current value of risk exposure is rated as “very high,” which management deems to be unacceptable. Based on the relative costs and benefits of various mitigation options, management then selects a mitigation strategy to lower its exposure. In this particular example, management’s goal is to reduce its operational risk exposure to “low,” which is the amount of operational risk it is willing to accept (i.e., its operational risk tolerance).

Figure 17: Bringing Operational Risk Within Tolerance

6.3.3 Risk Drivers

The final data needed to complete an operational risk profile are the key drivers of operational risk, which are identified using a critical path analysis. Risk drivers are the sources of risk having the strongest influence on the overall risk to the mission. Figure 18 illustrates drivers for the causal chain depicted in Figure 16. The bold lines in the figure
highlight the main drivers of operational risk for this particular chain. Notice that the drivers form multiple critical paths throughout the causal chain and provide a natural starting point when developing risk mitigation strategies.

Figure 18: Key Risk Drivers

The operational risk profile is designed to provide information on a number of levels. Managers are presented with a measure of their mission’s operational risk exposure, which provides insight into the effectiveness of the underlying work process. At the same time, staff members are provided with a detailed risk causal chain, including which causes are driving the overall risk to the mission. This detailed information is useful when forming mitigation strategies to reduce operational risk and improve mission assurance.

6.4 Protocol Fundamentals

MAAP thus defines a protocol for analyzing operational risk in work processes. Here, we provide our current thinking about MAAP and summarize the basic, fundamental principles underlying the protocol. The following seven guidelines collectively form the foundation of MAAP:

1. Determine mission objectives.
2. Characterize all operations conducted in pursuit of the mission.
3. Define risk evaluation criteria in relation to the mission objectives.
4. Identify potential failure modes.
5. Perform a root cause analysis for each failure mode.
6. Develop an operational risk profile of the mission.
7. Ensure that operational risk is within tolerance.

The remainder of this section describes each guideline in detail, beginning with determining mission objectives.

1. Determine mission objectives.

**Goal**

To set the scope of the risk analysis

**Description**

In MAAP, the mission of a work process is used to define the boundaries of the risk analysis. All activities performed in pursuit of the mission are included in the analysis, no matter where they are performed. In this way, identifying and documenting the mission sets the boundaries, or limits, of the resulting analysis.

**Rationale**

Determining the mission objectives is important for setting the scope of the analysis (i.e., defining what will be included in the analysis as well as what will be excluded from consideration). In addition to setting the scope of the analysis, the mission also establishes the basis for measuring risk. All potential losses are examined in relation to the mission objectives during the risk analysis.

**Outcome**

A set of documented mission objectives that set the scope of the risk analysis
2. Characterize all operations conducted in pursuit of the mission.

**Goal**  
To characterize the operational performance characteristics of a process

**Description**  
Once mission objectives are identified, all operations performed in pursuit of those objectives must be characterized to provide a benchmark of operational performance. At a minimum, you must define the following performance parameters for the process being analyzed:

- the sequence and timing of all activities needed to achieve the mission objectives, including all relevant interrelationships and dependencies among the activities
- roles and responsibilities for completing each activity
- the key objectives of each activity (i.e., the local mission of each activity)
- the relative strengths and weaknesses of each activity
- the acceptable range of normal, or expected, operating conditions for the process, including expected workflow capacity and parameters of technological performance
- known history of operational problems

The above parameters in combination with the mission objectives define an operational model for a process.

**Rationale**  
An accurate model of operational performance characteristics is essential when characterizing operational risk. It is used to illustrate where actual performance deviates from the desired or expected performance, thus providing the basis for risk identification.

**Outcome**  
An operational model of the work process being analyzed
3. Define risk evaluation criteria in relation to the mission objectives.

Goal To define one explicit standard against which operational risk can be uniformly measured

Description All potential losses in a risk analysis are measured in relation to mission objectives. Risk evaluation criteria define the parameters for estimating the values of impact and probability. However, the individual values of impact and probability do not directly provide a measure of operational risk. A separate measure, called risk exposure, is needed to reflect the amount of operational risk affecting each mission objective. Risk exposure combines the values of impact and probability to produce a single measure of risk. To determine risk exposure, you must establish specific criteria for combining individual measures of probability and impact. The same set of risk evaluation criteria must be uniformly applied to all operations related to the process.

Rationale Risk evaluation criteria are important because they provide a common benchmark against which operational risk is measured. Having a single set of criteria for all operations is an essential part of establishing a uniform operational risk tolerance in a distributed process.

Outcome A documented set of criteria used to measure impact, probability, and risk exposure

4. Identify potential failure modes.

Goal To identify the ways in which a process can fail to meet its specified performance characteristics

Description All relevant failure modes for a process are identified by analyzing performance as defined by its operational model. As used in this context, a failure mode is any situation where the process does not meet its specified performance parameters. It typically occurs when actual performance deviates from the desired or expected performance, which, in turn, can affect the ability to achieve either a local objective or one of the mission objectives. During the analysis, failure modes are identified for

- normal, or expected, operational conditions
- unpredictable circumstances, or occurrences, triggered by events

This two-pronged approach examines process performance for various operational situations, which is essential when establishing mission assurance.

Rationale Identifying potential failure modes establishes the types of impacts that can be expected during operations and provides critical information needed when identifying operational risks.

Outcome A documented list of all failure modes for a work process
5. Perform a root cause analysis of each failure mode.

**Goal**
To identify specific risks that can result in process failures

**Description**
A root cause analysis of each failure mode must be performed to determine the specific circumstances that trigger it. A broad range of factors must be considered in the root cause analysis, including applicable threats from the five categories, emergent threats, and inherited risks. A root cause analysis is a common technique for identifying the conditions that lead to an undesired state, such as a failure mode. This type of analysis is especially useful when identifying complex risks because it illustrates how vulnerabilities, threats, and controls combine to produce a single failure mode. It essentially produces a causal chain of risk factors that can produce a given failure mode and adversely affect process performance. When viewed together, a failure mode and the conditions that trigger it define a specific instance of operational risk.

**Rationale**
Performing a root cause analysis is important for establishing the combination of vulnerabilities, threats, and controls that can produce a specific failure mode. This analysis is essential for capturing complex interrelationships and dependencies among the conditions that lead to each specific occurrence of operational risk.

**Outcome**
A set of operational risks

6. Develop an operational risk profile of the mission.

**Goal**
To develop a comprehensive view that accurately reflects how operational risk can affect the mission

**Description**
Developing an operational risk profile for the mission requires three additional analysis activities. First, risks are linked in a prescribed manner, producing an aggregate view of the operational risk to the mission. In essence, a single causal chain of risk factors affecting the mission is developed. Second, the value of operational risk exposure for the mission is determined using the defined risk evaluation criteria and all relevant data collected throughout the analysis. Finally, a critical path analysis of the risk causal chain is performed to identify which factors are driving the operational risk exposure to the mission. Overall, an operational risk profile must

- track inherited and imposed risk
- effectively characterize risk arising from the interrelationships and dependencies among threats and controls
- account for the operational risk arising from the emergent properties of distributed processes
- estimate the mission's operational risk exposure

**Rationale**
Before substantial mitigation activities can be initiated to improve the mission assurance of a process, it is essential to develop an operational risk profile of the mission. The profile forms the basis for all operational risk management activities that follow.

**Outcome**
An operational risk profile of the mission
7. Ensure that operational risk is within tolerance.

**Goal**
To develop a mitigation plan for ensuring that operational risk is within tolerance.

**Description**
The value of operational risk exposure for the mission has been established. Now, management must decide whether that value is acceptable. A tradeoff analysis is performed to weigh the relative costs associated with various mitigation options against the potential for reducing the aggregate operational risk. The operational risk profile provides a basis for the tradeoff analysis, where residual risk is examined under several mitigation scenarios. The best available option is selected based on the relative costs and benefits of each scenario. The value of residual risk projected for the chosen option defines management's tolerance for operational risk.

**Rationale**
Organizational constraints always limit the amount of mitigation resources that can be applied in any given situation. Weighing the relative costs and benefits associated with mitigation options is essential for ensuring that risk is brought within acceptable limits and maintained at that level over time, giving management reasonable confidence in mission success.

**Outcome**
A documented mitigation plan.

In limited testing, MAAP has proven useful for assessing mission assurance in distributed work processes. It provides a comprehensive view of a mission's operational risk profile and effectively conveys the underlying work process's current performance characteristics and forms a basis for improvement. We plan to continue to develop and refine the heuristic and hope to eventually use it in a wide variety of operational environments.
7 Applications and Future Directions

Rather than designing MAAP to analyze risk in a specific type of work process, such as a software development process or an operational security process, we chose to develop a general risk analysis approach that is applicable across a wide variety of processes. In this way, one risk analysis technique could be applied in numerous operational settings, obviating the need for multiple specialized assessment techniques. Figure 19 illustrates the notion that MAAP provides a foundation for analyzing risk in a variety of domains.

![Figure 19: General Risk Analysis Approach]

We have endeavored to stay true to our goal of designing a general approach for analyzing operational risk in complex work processes. This goal forced us to rethink many of our assumptions regarding risk management as we developed MAAP and the tools required to implement it. The end result is a flexible technique with potential applicability in many disciplines.

When developing tools and techniques to implement MAAP, we decided to build upon the existing state of the practice. We used common techniques (e.g., root cause analysis) when possible and developed custom techniques (e.g., approach for evaluating mission assurance) only when needed. To determine the extent to which we have achieved our original goal, we intend to test MAAP in as many diverse environments as possible. To date, we have just started testing MAAP and have just completed our first pilot.
7.1 Analyzing Operational Risk in a Distributed Incident-Management Process

After identifying several candidate work processes, we selected a security process, incident management, to provide the first test of MAAP. Incident management is a process for preventing, detecting, and responding to cyber-security events and incidents [Alberts 04]. We selected it for two main reasons. First, experience indicates that many organizations initially focus on managing events and incidents when developing a cyber-security capability. Second, responsibility for performing activities in an incident-management process is often distributed among several organizations, which provided us an opportunity to examine operational risk in a distributed process.

We used the MAAP tool suite to assess operational risk in a large government organization’s incident-management process, which included three distinct points of management control and three geographic locations. At the conclusion of the analysis, senior managers from the government organization understood exactly how well events and incidents were managed throughout their organization. The MAAP results provided the managers with a clear indication of their incident-management mission’s exposure to operational risk, which provided a snapshot of the effectiveness of the underlying work process. We were able to provide the managers with useful information without providing unnecessary details. In addition, staff members were appreciative of the details, which were quite useful in forming mitigation strategies to reduce operational risk and improve mission assurance.

By following MAAP, we were able to illustrate how inherited and imposed risk affected process performance. We also identified several emergent threats and characterized their contributions to the mission’s operational risk exposure. In fact, emergent threats were the biggest drivers of operational risk in this particular assessment. Overall, we were able to provide government managers with a roadmap for improvement using the comprehensive operational risk profile produced by MAAP.

7.2 Applying MAAP to Software Development Processes

We are currently using the MAAP tool suite to help assess a distributed software development program’s potential for mission success. This pilot is important because it will provide insight into how well MAAP works in a very different domain. However, because of the limited nature of this work, additional pilots must be conducted before we can fully establish MAAP’s applicability to the software development domain.

7.3 Analyzing Distributed Technologies Using MAAP

We are also interested in exploring how MAAP can be used to analyze distributed technologies. Because management control of networked technologies is shared among many organizations, many issues inherent in these technologies mirror those in distributed work
processes. For example, they are vulnerable to the effects of inherited and imposed risk and emergent threats, which are situations that conventional risk analysis techniques are not designed to handle.

In addition, most conventional techniques for analyzing technological risk are designed to assess a single piece of technology at any given time. This approach is problematic when applied to a distributed environment, where, by definition, multiple technologies must work together to achieve a single mission. Focusing the analysis on a specific technology could easily lead to local optimization of risk mitigation activities in lieu of global risk reduction. Likewise, any given technology is likely to support multiple missions, which makes it difficult to understand the effects of competing and conflicting missions and creates ambiguity about which mission defines the benchmark for measuring risk. As a result, focusing a risk analysis on one technology at a time could produce unclear, ambiguous, inconsistent, or incomplete results. The parallels with distributed work processes are noteworthy.

The commonalities between analyzing operational risk in distributed work processes and distributed technologies suggest that they might actually be part of a larger problem space: analyzing operational risk in distributed systems. As used in this context, the word system refers to a group of interacting, interrelated, or interdependent elements that function together as a whole to accomplish a goal. As such, both work processes and technologies are examples of specific types of systems. In our future work, we intend to explore the potential for extending MAAP to cover a wider range of distributed systems.

7.4 MAAP and Risk Management

Our work with MAAP also provides insight into the topic of managing operational risk in distributed environments. Organizations working collaboratively toward a single mission are normally bound by contracts, not organizational lines of authority. Managers with ultimate responsibility for overseeing mission completion typically oversee the contractual obligations of each participating organization and ensure that all commitments are met as specified in applicable legal agreements. However, those managers normally do not have end-to-end management authority over the underlying work process, restricting their options for managing operational risk. For example, resources cannot easily be reallocated across organizational boundaries because such actions likely violate the contracts that are in place. In this environment, traditional risk management practices may be ineffective and impractical. New practices are needed to manage risk in distributed operational environments, highlighting an obvious extension to our current research.

7.5 Future Research Directions

This technical note describes our initial work in the area of mission assurance. While this research has provided many tangible results, we also believe there are many additional
research avenues to explore as we move forward. First and foremost, we intend to continue to refine MAAP and pilot it in different venues. Candidate areas for future applications include

- software assurance
- operational security
- supply chain management
- any complex mission requiring a comprehensive risk analysis

In support of our present scope of work, we anticipate refining and documenting the current suite of tools used to implement the protocol. In addition, we intend to explore the possibility of applying MAAP to assess risk in distributed technologies, thus extending the scope of our current research efforts. Finally, we would like to move beyond focusing exclusively on analyzing operational risk in distributed environments by defining a practice for managing operational risk in these settings. In essence, we view the work documented in this report as a starting point for extending the discipline of risk management rather than as a completed body of research.
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The global business environment continues to grow in complexity. The typical business process is no longer under a single point of management control. Instead, it has become common for management of a work process to be shared among multiple groups. The permanent enterprise, defined by an organizational chart, has been replaced by the virtual enterprise, defined by the mission being pursued. Activities today are rarely supported by dedicated, stand-alone technologies. Rather, interoperable, networked technologies form the backbone of our information infrastructures. Today, managers must deal with interrelationships and dependencies among technologies, data, tasks, activities, processes, and people that were unimaginable just a few short years ago. Unfortunately, conventional risk analysis techniques have proven inadequate for characterizing risk in today's complex operational environments, so it was necessary to develop new and innovative approaches. The Mission Assurance Analysis Protocol (MAAP) defines an advanced, systematic approach for analyzing operational risk and gauging mission assurance in complex work processes. This report presents the concepts and underlying theories behind the MAAP, highlights results from early piloting of the technique, and outlines future research directions.